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Abstract— Network Losses due to congestion and node failures severely
impair the performance of multimedia streaming on the Internet. In
previous work [14], we proposed a content distribution mechanism based
on k-DAGs, a special Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with k parents per
receiver, exploiting path-diversity and rate-adaptation to improve the
performance of multicast multimedia streaming. In this paper, we propose
and evaluate two new techniques. In the first scheme, each receiver
streams an independent multimedia stream, such as the Forward Error
Corrected (FEC) bit-stream or a Multiple Description Coded (MDC)
description, from a parent, depending upon the existing error conditions
in the network. This simplifies the receiver implementationas no packet-
partitioning [5], [14] is required. In the second scheme, weconstruct
multiple interior-node disjoint k-DAGs, and stream mutual ly exclusive
stripes of content on each k-DAG. This improves tolerance tonode-
failures [1], [4], as any node is an interior node in at most one of the
k-DAGs. Our results show that the proposed techniques are very effective
in dealing with packet losses in the network, improving FEC goodput by
20-35% and MDC connectivity by 15-20%.

I. I NTRODUCTION

With the increasing user demand for high-bandwidth multimedia
content, multimedia multicast is becoming more important for both
content as well as network service providers. However, IP multicast
has been unable to elegantly and adequately support the requirements
of emerging applications such as streaming video multicast. This has
led to the evolution of several application layer multicastsolutions. In
this paper, we present three overlay multicast techniques for improv-
ing the performance of Forward Error Corrected (FEC) and Multiple
Description Coded (MDC) media under conditions of congestion and
node failures in the network. The proposed techniques are based on
our earlier work on k-DAGs, special Directed Acyclic Graphs(DAGs)
characterized by the property that every receiver in a k-DAGhask
parents [14].

In the first scheme, called Robust Overlay Multicast (ROM),
a receiver streams simultaneously from multiple parents, thereby
decorrelating losses and mitigating the effect of node failures. Further,
for FEC media, rates are adapted to stream as much data as possible
from parents experiencing the minimum loss. The second technique,
Simple Parent Selection (SPS), trades-off some of the advantages
of path-diversity for protocol simplicity. In case of SPS, areceiver
streams an independent multimedia stream, such as the FEC coded
bit-stream or a MDC description, from a parent. Parents to stream
content from are selected on the basis of loss rates experienced
by the receiver, and hence the scheme is referred to as Simple
Parent Selection. The third technique, called Multiple Interior Node
disjoint k-DAGs (MINK), constructs multiple interior nodedisjoint
k-DAGs, and streams mutually exclusive stripes of content on each,
thereby not only employing rate-adaptation and path-diversity, but
also minimizing the effect of node failures by ensuring thatevery
node is an interior node in at most one DAG.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following manner.
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Fig. 1. A 2-DAG. Unlike a traditional multicast tree, every receiver in a
k-DAG is connected to k parents, and therefore a k-DAG has k points of
failures. The dotted line shows how to handle a single sourcesituation. In
this case, the first k nodes that join this source serve as the source nodes for
building the k-DAG downstream from then on.

In Section II, we briefly present and characterize k-DAGs. InSection
III, we present the three k-DAG based multimedia multicast schemes.
In Section IV, we evaluate the performance of our schemes using NS-
2 [15]. Finally, after presenting a brief overview of related work in
Section V, we conclude in Section VI.

II. K-DAGS

In this section, we present the data-structure for constructing
content distribution networks such that every receiver hask senders.
Since there are multiple parents per node, our proposed distribution
network is no longer a tree, but a DAG. Figure 1 shows an example
of a 2-DAG.

As in [14], we define thelevel of a node as the length in hops
of the longest path from the source to this node. The level of the
source nodes is defined to be 0. We say that a DAG hasdag degree
k if all its nodes havek parents. Clearly,k = 1 results in traditional
multicast trees with one parent per receiver. We define a distribution
network to bek − independent if any node in this network is
still connected to the root of the DAG by at least one path in the
event of up tok − 1 node failures. It can be shown that by simply
starting withk source nodes and ensuring that every new node has
k parents, no matter which these parents are, the resulting DAG is
k-independent. Intuitively, k-independence is desirablebecause a k-
independent distribution network hask points of failure, compared to
a tree with a single point of failure. We define the outgoing capacity



of a node as the ratio between the upstream bandwidth of this node
and the maximum bit-rate of the multimedia content being streamed.
This is also simply referred to as capacityc, and is different from
the incoming capacity, which is the total bandwidth a node needs to
stream multimedia content from its parents including that required
for rate adaptation. Also, as in [14], we definefrac bw per parent
to be the ratio between the maximum bit-rate a receiver can stream
data from any of its parents, and the total bit-stream rate ofthat
piece of content. For the receiver to receive the entire multimedia-
stream, we require thatk ∗ b ≥ 1. For k ∗ b > 1, it is possible
to adjust the streaming rate among the parents so as to adapt
to network conditions. Again, to ensure fairness to the competing
Simple Overlay Multicast (SOM) scheme, we assume that receivers
proactivelyreserve the maximum bandwidth they might need, i.e.b
* bit-stream rate, from any parent for the entire duration ofa session.
For MDC media, since we stream each description from a different
parent,frac bw per parent is defined as the ratio between the bit-
rate of a description and the aggregate bit-rate of all the descriptions
in the stream. All MDC descriptions are assumed to have almost the
same bit-rate.

The degree of the DAG is an important parameter of our proposed
scheme. Intuitively, largerdag degrees result in greater flexibility
in adapting to losses. However, assuming that the upstream capacity
for all nodes stays the same, distribution networks using k-DAGs are
likely to become deeper, and hence experience increased delay as
k ∗ b becomes large. Assuming that we buildr such interior node
disjoint k-DAGs, and stream a fractionf of the total content on each,
such thatr ∗ f ≥ 1.0 and each k-DAG hasN/r interior nodes, the
minimum depth of the DAG needed to supportN nodes can be shown
to be

log(Nr
p

∗ ( c
b∗k∗f

− 1) + 1)

log( c
b∗k∗f

)
− 1. (1)

wherep is the number of nodes at the level 0 with a total outgoing
capacity ofp∗c [6]. Similarly, the amortized loss rate across all nodes
for a k-DAG of depthl, containing the maximum number of nodes
that it can support, is

1 −

(1 − x) ∗ (
(

c∗(1−x)
b∗k∗f

)l
−1

c∗(1−x)
b∗k∗f

−1
)

(
( c

b∗k∗f
)l
−1

c
b∗k∗f

−1
)

. (2)

wherex is the average loss rate per link [6].
Note that a necessary condition for feasibility of construction of

such r interior node disjoint k-DAG is thatc > b ∗ k ∗ f ∗ r, or
intuitively, the outgoing capacity of each node should be greater than
its incoming capacity.

Based on Equations 1 and 2, Figure 2 shows how amortized loss
experienced over nodes varies as a function of number of nodes for
different values ofk, b and r with c = 2, f = 1/r, p = 1 and
x = 0.05. We observe that for a given number of nodes, the depth
and the amortized loss experienced by the receiver nodes in ak-DAG
increases withk ∗ b. However, depth and amortized loss decrease
with r. Intuitively, this happens because as observed in [1], [4],by
building interior node disjoint distribution networks, weare utilizing
the capacity of what would otherwise be leaf nodes with unused
capacity in a simple multicast tree. This reduces depth and hence
delay and loss.

In case of a k-DAG where the upstream bandwidth reserved per
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Fig. 2. This figure shows how average goodput of k-DAGs vary with k, b

andr. The key uses a k*b notation to denote schemes with differentk and b
values. 2 trees and 2 DAGs refer to two interior node disjointtrees and DAGs
respectively. For 2 DAGs, each of the DAGs uses k=4 and b=0.4.r*f=1.0 for
both 2 trees and 2 DAGs.

sender isb, up tos node failures can be successfully tolerated, where

s = max
r

(k − r) ∗ b ≥ 1. (3)

Further, for a(l, m) FEC coding withl data packets protected
by m redundant packets, assuming no other losses elsewhere, the
tolerable number of node failures,s, becomes

s = max
r

(k − r) ∗ b ≥
l

l + m
. (4)

The degree of k-DAG lends a natural interpretation in context
of MDC media. If we construct a k-DAG for MDC media withk
descriptions and enforce that each receiver streams a description from
a distinct parent, by virtue of the independence property ofk-DAGs,
a node is guaranteed to receive at least one description for up to
k − 1 node failures. Ifk is greater than the number of descriptions,
the receiver can choose parents to stream independent descriptions
from depending on the network conditions. In Section IV, we show
NS-2 [15] simulation results for node failures using both FEC coded
and MDC media.

III. PROPOSEDTECHNIQUES

In this section we present three techniques, namely ROM, SPS
and MINK, based on this content distribution mechanism for resilient
multimedia multicast streaming. The techniques vary in both com-
plexity and performance, with SPS being the simplest and MINK the
most complex.

A. Robust Overlay Multicast (ROM)

In Robust Overlay Multicast (ROM), we construct a k-DAG
and stream simultaneously from multiple parents [14]. The k-DAG
construction and maintenance algorithms used by ROM are discussed
in [14]. For FEC coded media, ROM adapts rates using a greedy
bucket-filling rate-allocation algorithm and a simple receiver-based
packet-partitioning and synchronization algorithm, discussed in detail
in [14], [5]. For MDC media with k descriptions, a k-DAG is
constructed and each receiver streams a distinct description from
a distinct parent, thereby reducing its chances of losing multicast
session connectivity upon node failures.

B. Simple Parent Selection (SPS)

Simple Parent Selection (SPS) reduces the complexity involved
in rate-allocation and packet-partitioning at the expenseof path-
diversity. In SPS, instead of simultaneously streaming from multiple
parents, a receiver chooses the parents from which it experiences



TABLE I
COMPARATIVE DESCRIPTION ANDLEGEND

ROM SPS MINK MINT
MINK-ROM MINK-SPS

Style 1 Style 2 Style 1 Style 2 Style 1 Style 2
FEC ROM-k-b SPS-k-1 MINK-ROM-k-b-

1-r
MINK-ROM-k-b-
2-r

MINK-SPS-k-1-r MINK-SPS-k-2-r MINT-1-r MINT-2-r

stream from multi-
ple parents, adapt
rates

stream from one
of k parents

construct r k-
DAGs, each using
ROM-k-b, striping
across k-DAGs

construct r k-
DAGs, each using
ROM-k-b, striping
along k-DAGs

construct r
k-DAGs, each
using SPS-k-1,
striping across
k-DAGs

construct r
k-DAGs, each
using SPS-k-1,
striping along
k-DAGs

construct
r trees,
striping
across trees

construct
r trees,
striping
along
trees

MDC ROM-k SPS-k-t MINK-ROM-r MINK-SPS-k-r MINT-r
t = k, stream each
description from a
separate parent

k ≥ t, choose t
out of k parents
to receive one
description from
each

r DAGs, each using ROM-1 r DAGs, each using SPS-k-1 r trees, each using ROM-1

minimum loss and streams independent stripes of content from each.
For rate-allocation using FEC coded media, the receiver chooses
one of its k parents in the k-DAG to stream data from. For rate-
allocation using MDC media witht descriptions on a k-DAG, such
that t ≤ k, a receiver choosest of its k parents from which it
experiences minimum losses, to stream an independent description.
Since an independent stream is streamed from each parent, no
packet-partitioning is required for SPS. SPS uses the same k-DAG
construction and maintenance algorithms as ROM. Since a receiver
might not be streaming from some parents at any given time, loss
rates to these parents are estimated out of band, i.e. by periodically
sending a train of probe packets and measuring the observed loss
rate.

C. Multiple Interior Node disjoint k-DAGs (MINK)

Multiple Interior Node Disjoint k-DAGs (MINK) is motivatedby
the observation first made in [1] and subsequently adopted in[4]. The
underlying idea is to stream on multiple interior node disjoint trees
(MINT), and thereby improve the tolerance of the scheme to node
failures. We apply the same idea to streaming on multiple interior
node disjoint k-DAGs. Since we construct k-DAGs rather thantrees,
both ROM and SPS can be used for streaming multimedia over
individual k-DAGs. As such, there are two classes of MINK, namely,
MINK-ROM and MINK-SPS.

Our multiple interior node disjoint k-DAG construction algorithm
is similar to the interior node disjoint tree construction algorithm
proposed in [4] with two important differences. First, instead of
constructing trees, we construct k-DAGs and second, as during
k-DAG construction and maintenance phases, instead of using a
purely centralized or distributed mechanism, we utilize the indirection
provided to us through DHT nodes [14].

As in [4], a node upon joining the multicast session, is assigned a k-
DAG in which it is active, i.e. the k-DAG in which this node will be
an interior node and hence support multimedia streaming. However,
in case of MINK, as opposed to a central server, this assignment is
done by the DHT nodes, which keep track of the number of active
nodes in each k-DAG. In all other k-DAGs, this node will be a
passive node, i.e. only receive but not stream multimedia content.
To join its active k-DAG, a node, say A, contacts the DHT to find
nodes with available capacity in this k-DAG. In case there are no such
nodes, a parent ofk of the passive nodes in this k-DAG is aborted,
node A joins the parents of these aborted nodes, and accepts the
aborted nodes as its children. Assuming that the outgoing capacity
of each node is greater than or equal to its incoming capacity, node
A should be able to support thesek nodes. For minimizing delay

though, the orphaned nodes may choose to request the DHT nodes
for new potential parents in this k-DAG. To join a passive k-DAG,
node A again requests the DHT fork nodes with available capacity,
and joins these as its parents. The DHT nodes attempt to maintain
an approximately equal number ofactive nodes in each of the k-
DAGs by asking an incoming node to be active in the k-DAG with
the minimum number of active nodes. In case of imbalances dueto
node departures or failures or capacity constraints, active nodes are
reactively moved around to restore an approximately equal number
of active nodes in each k-DAG.

For streaming FEC coded media with MINK, we evaluate two
different techniques, referred to as style 1 and style 2 of striping. In
the first technique, FEC blocks are splitacross k-DAGs. Assuming a
(n, d) FEC coding andr k-DAGs, b(n + d)/rc packets are assigned
to be sent on each k-DAG. Ifn+d−(b(n+d)/rc∗r) > 0, for every
FEC block an additional packet is sent overn+d−(b(n+d)/rc∗r)
k-DAGs. For example, using a (21,7) FEC coding and 2 k-DAGs, 14
packets in each FEC block are transmitted on each k-DAG. If a (21,
8) FEC coding were to be used, 15 packets in a FEC block would be
sent over one k-DAG and 14 over the other. In the second technique,
FEC blocks are splitalong the k-DAGs, and theith FEC block is
transmitted on the(i mod r)th k-DAG, wherer denotes the number
of constructed k-DAGs and k-DAGs are numbered from0, 1, ..., r−1.
For example, assuming that 2 k-DAGs are constructed, FEC blocks 1,
3, 5, ... are sent on one k-DAG while FEC blocks 2, 4, 6, ... are sent
on the other. While data being transmitted on different k-DAGs is
coupled by the FEC coding in the first case, in the second case,data
transmitted on each k-DAG is independent at the FEC coding level.
For MINK using k-DAGs, wherek ≥ 2, ROM-like rate-allocation
and packet-partitioning is used by each receiver to receivethe stripe
for that k-DAG from its parents. For streaming MDC media with
MINK, we stream a distinct description on each k-DAG. Ifk ≥ 2,
then the parent from which a receiver experiences the minimum loss
is chosen for streaming the description being streamed on this k-DAG.

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we compare and evaluate the performance of the
proposed techniques using NS-2 [15] simulations. Due to space
constraints, we present results only for the node failure experiments.
Results for congestion loss experiments follow similar trends. The
notation used for various k-DAG constructs for both FEC and MDC
media is shown in Table I.

A. Simulation Parameters

We generate Albert-Barabasi model topologies for our simulations
using the BRITE[16] topology generator. We use 500 network nodes
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Fig. 3. Fraction of time all descriptions are received versus number of
descriptions received.

and 250 overlay nodes and all the overlay nodes are multicast
receivers. Only one DHT node is used. The overlay nodes and their
order of joining are both randomly chosen for each simulation. We
use 7 source nodes for all the simulations. The bit-stream rate is
128Kbps and the packet size is 512 bytes. A (21,7) FEC code is
used to protect data. To simulate the effect of increased aggregate
bandwidth required to transmit multimedia content at similar Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) values when multiple descriptions
are used, we assume an overhead of 20% over the bit-stream with
one description for every additional description used. Theoutgoing
capacity of all the nodes, unless otherwise mentioned, is fixed to
be twice as large as the multimedia bit-stream rate. Loss rates are
updated, and the decision to re-allocate rates is evaluatedevery 5
seconds. Every point in a plot corresponds to an average of 50
repetitions. The source is started at the beginning of the simulation
and all the overlay nodes join the multicast session within the first
4-5 minutes. Losses are introduced once all the nodes have joined the
session. We randomly fail 20 percent of the nodes within an interval
of 60 seconds and then record the performance of the live multicast
nodes over this period.

B. Metrics

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes usingFEC
goodput, delay, jitter and control overhead as metrics. FECgoodput
is defined as the ratio between the number of received non-redundant
FEC blocks to the number of expected non-redundant FEC blocks.
Average delay is the average time it takes for a data packet sent by
the source to reach a receiver, averaged over all the packetsreceived
by a receiver, and all receivers. Jitter is defined as the standard
deviation in the delay experienced by a receiver. Average jitter is
jitter averaged across all the receivers. Control overheadis defined
as the ratio between the number of control packets sent and the data
packets received. Normalized node ranks are obtained by dividing the
rank of a node by the maximum rank of any receiver. For a set of
n receivers, ranks are calculated by sorting the list of metric values
for receivers and assigning a number from 1 to n to elements inthe
sorted list.

C. Node Failures with MDC Media

In these experiments, we evaluate the robustness of our schemes in
delivering MDC media with node failures in the network. In order to
facilitate DAG construction using 5 descriptions, whence increased
bandwidth is required, we fix the outgoing capacity of nodes in these
experiments to be thrice the bit-stream rate using a single description.

Figures 3 and 4 show the fraction of time all and no descriptions
are received respectively for a variety of schemes. As seen,for all
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Fig. 4. Fraction of time no descriptions are received versusnumber of
descriptions received.
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2-2.

schemes, the fraction of time more descriptions are received goes
down as a function of the number of descriptions, due to increased
bandwidth requirement of MDC. This is counterbalanced by observ-
ing that the fraction of time no description is received decreases with
the number of descriptions. For both MINT and MINK, the fraction
of time when no description is received is significantly lower than
ROM and SPS. Intuitively, this can be explained by considering that
any given node is an interior node in only one tree and a leaf node in
all the others. So, while the chance of the node losing a description in
every tree is low, as any node failure affects only interior of one tree.
Finally, as seen, MINK has fewer blackouts than MINT by virtue of
rate-adaptation.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of fraction of time both and no
descriptions are received across nodes when 2 description MDC
media is streamed using MINK-SPS-2-2 and ROM-2. As seen, the
MINK curves are flat, indicating that most nodes achieve similar
performance, while curves for ROM slope considerably, indicating
that nodes near the source perform much better than the nodes
towards the bottom of the distribution network. As observedearlier,
fraction of time no description is received is substantially lower for
MINK, while the fraction of time both descriptions are received are
comparable.

Table II summarizes the connectivity, delay and control overhead
information for different schemes. We observe that MINK provides
the best connectivity, and results in minimum blackouts. Also,
while a larger number of descriptions, each being streamed from
a distinct parent improves connectivity, it also results inincreased
delay because of the greater aggregate bandwidth requirements with
multiple descriptions. ROM and SPS incur higher delay than SOM.



TABLE II
MDC CONNECTIVITY, DELAY AND CONTROL OVERHEAD

Scheme SOM ROM-5 SPS-6-5 MINT-5 MINK-SPS-2-5

Blackouts 0.2591 0.1586 0.0535 0.0167 0.0012
Delay 0.2476 0.4742 0.6563 0.1941 0.2539

Control 0.0113 0.0306 0.0457 0.0254 0.0541
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Fig. 6. FEC goodput distribution across nodes for variants of ROM and SPS.

However, MINK and MINT, by utilizing the capacity of all the nodes,
outperform SOM. Control overhead is higher for ROM, SPS, and
MINK; however, it is reasonable, i.e. less than 6% in all cases, and
therefore negligible.

D. Node Failures with FEC Coded Media

In these experiments, we characterize the performance of our
schemes in delivering FEC coded media in presence of node failures.
To enable k-DAG construction with SPS, we set the outgoing capacity
of nodes for SPS simulations to be thrice the bit-stream rate.

Figure 6 shows the FEC goodput distribution across nodes for
variants of ROM, and SPS. We observe that ROM-4-0.4, followed by
ROM-3-0.5, outperform the rest of the schemes, due to greater path-
diversity and ability to adapt. SPS-2-1 performs poorly as compared
to ROM-4-0.4 and ROM-3-0.5 because of the coarse granularity of
adaptation of SPS for FEC coded media, as it can either receive
the entire bit-stream from a parent or none. As such, SPS needs
to reserve more upstream bandwidth than ROM for adapting rates,
and results in deeper k-DAGs. Contrary to expectation, ROM-2-0.5,
performs worse than ROM-1-1.0, because upon failing, everynode
passes off half of bit-stream loss to twice the number of nodes, and
consequently a (21,7) FEC coding results in FEC blocks beinglost
at twice the number of nodes.
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TABLE III
FECGOODPUT, DELAY, JITTER AND CONTROL OVERHEAD

Scheme SOM ROM-4-0.4 MINT-2-2 MINK-ROM
-4-0.4-2-2

FEC goodput 0.5408 0.9040 0.6475 0.9341
Delay 0.3118 0.5807 0.1917 0.2174
Jitter 0.0006 0.0751 0.0286 0.0679

Control 0.0126 0.0317 0.0246 0.0567

Figure 7 shows FEC goodput distribution across nodes using
MINT-1-2, MINT-2-2, MINT-1-4 and MINT-2-4. As seen, the overall
performance is poor, sometimes even worse than SOM, shown in
Figure 6. This happens because every node is a leaf node in allbut one
of the trees. Therefore in absence of any possibility of rate-adaptation,
FEC goodput for style 1 of striping gets adversely affected even if
an upstream node fails in any one of the trees. For style 2, since
independent blocks are transmitted on different trees, FECgoodput
is better, but still poor as compared to ROM and its variants.MINT
with 2 trees outperforms 4 trees. This can be explained considering
that in case of 4 trees, any node is a leaf node in 3 trees ratherthan
the 2 tree case, where any node is a leaf node in only one tree. Loss
compounds with depth, and without any rate-adaptation, leaf nodes
suffer from greater loss.

Figure 8 shows FEC goodput distribution across nodes using
MINK-ROM-4-0.4-1-2, MINK-ROM-4-0.4-2-2, MINK-ROM-4-0.4-
1-4 and MINK-ROM-4-0.4-2-4. Taking into account Figures 6 and
7, we observe that MINK outperforms MINT, ROM and SPS across
nodes. Again, while both variants perform well, as explained above,
striping style 2 performs better than striping style 1.

Table III lists the average values for observed average FEC
goodput, delay, jitter and control overhead over nodes. As seen,
MINK achieves the highest FEC goodput, followed by ROM and
SPS in that order. MINT performs poorly as compared to MINK,
ROM and SPS, with striping style 1 resulting in FEC goodput values
even worse than SOM. Variants of ROM and SPS that reserve more
upstream bandwidth result in greater average delay, while MINK and
MINT, by utilizing the spare capacity of leaf nodes, achievedelay
even less than that of SOM. Both control and jitter increase as data
is streamed from multiple parents; however, both are reasonable.

V. RELATED WORK

Multimedia Streaming using Overlay Networks has been an active
area of research and as such, several interesting overlay multicast
schemes have been proposed. In this section, we present a brief
overview of existing related work and compare our work with them.



Narada [3] builds a dynamic DVRMP style overlay multicast tree
for video conferencing. Even though it adapts the overlay topology to
changing network conditions, every receiver is essentially connected
to a single parent. Splitstream [1] addresses the issue of handling
node failures by building multiple multicast trees such that any node
is an interior node in at most one of the trees. Each tree is used
to stream an independent MDC description. Co-Op Net [2], [4]
is similar in spirit to Splitstream. It too builds multiple multicast
trees each for streaming a single MDC description. However,Co-
Op Net is centralized with tree management operations basedat
the source rather than being peer-to-peer. Our schemes are different
because unlike multiple interior node disjoint trees, theyrate-adapt to
stream FEC coded streaming multimedia effectively as well.Further,
for MDC media, use of rate-adaptation, as in MINK, improves the
percentage of time more descriptions are received at the nodes.

In terms of motivation, distributed video streaming (DVS) [5],
[7], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] comes the closest to our work. DVS
uses both path diversity and rate-adaptation for streamingvideo
content from multiple sources to a receiver. In [7], the effect of path
diversity on file transfers involving TCP is examined. By sending
acknowledgments, TCP headers and TCP packets on different paths
in different proposed variants of TCP, it is shown that by dynamically
switching the forward data path based on the observed delay,file
transmission times can be shortened. In [8], the authors usepath-
diversity to minimize the rate-distortion observed at the receiver.
By dynamically scheduling packets to be sent over differentpaths
from the sender based on the paths’ delay characteristics, end-to-end
distortion is minimized. In [5], [11], the authors show how Forward
Error Coding coded video content can be transmitted over multiple
paths on the Internet to mitigate losses. In [12], [13], [10], the authors
propose the use of streaming multiple descriptions on multiple paths
to reduce video distortion. In [9], the authors propose the use of
multistream video coding over multiple paths for mitigating the effect
of errors in ad hoc networks. By using k-DAGs, we have extended
the idea of exploiting path-diversity to multicast.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed three techniques for improving the
resilience of multimedia multicast to loss in the network. The main
observations to be made from the simulation results are

1) Larger rate adaptivity achieved via larger values ofk ∗ b could
potentially help in combating loss and node failures.

2) At the same time, largerk ∗ b values increase the depth of the
resulting DAG.

3) Shallow DAGs have lower delay and better loss and node failure
resiliency than deeper ones.

4) Multiple Interior Node Disjoint schemes utilize upstream band-
width of what would otherwise be leaf nodes and reduce the
depth of the resulting DAGs.

Combining (1), (2) and (3), we conclude that k*b values must
be chosen large enough to allow for rate-adaptation, and yetsmall
enough to avoid deep DAGs. Furthermore, taking into accountthe
simulation results in Section IV and observation (4) above,we
conclude that overall MINK-ROM results in best performancefor
FEC goodput, and MINK-SPS for MDC connectivity, under loss and
node failure conditions. This is because MINK-ROM and MINK-
SPS enjoy not only the rate adaptability features of ROM and SPS
for FEC and MDC media respectively, but also the shallow constructs
of MINK structure.

Specifically, for FEC media, we observe that MINK-ROM im-
proves FEC goodput by up to 20-35% as compared to traditional

overlay multicast, and for MDC media, MINK-SPS reduces the
occurrence of blackouts by up to 15-20%. In addition, MINK ensures
that performance gains are achieved across nodes, and not atthe
expense of nodes far away from the source. This performance
improvement thereby accrues at the cost of greater jitter values
and control overhead only. With increasing end system buffering
capabilities, jitter is no longer an issue, except for live applications;
meanwhile the extra control overhead is justifiable in context of the
performance gains achieved.
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